A recent technical breakthrough in the domain of machine learning is the discovery and the multiple applications of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Those generative models are computationally demanding, as a GAN is composed of two deep neural networks, and because it trains on large datasets. A GAN is generally trained on a single server.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs for short) are generative models, meaning that they are used to generate new realistic data from the probability distribution of the data in a given dataset. Those have been introduced by Goodfellow et al in seminal work [1] . Applications are for instance to generate pictures from text descriptions [2] , to generate video from still images [3] , to increase resolution of images [4] , or to edit them [5] . Application to the chess game [6] or to anomaly detection [7] were also proposed, which highlights the growing and cross-domain interest from the machine learning research community towards GANs.
A GAN is a machine learning model, and more specifically a certain type of deep neural networks. As for all other deep neural networks, GANs require a large training dataset in order to fit the target application. Nowadays, the norm is then for service providers to collect large amounts of data (user data, application-specific data) into a central location such as their datacenter; the learning phase is taking place in those premises. The image super-resolution application [4] for instance leverages 350, 000 images from the ImageNet dataset; this application is representative of new advances: it provides state of the art results in its domain (measured in terms of quality of image reconstruction in that example); yet the question of computational efficiency or parallelism is left aside to future works.
The case was made recently for geo-distributed machine learning methods, where the data acquired at several datacenters stay in place [8] , [9] , as the considered data volumes would make it impossible to meet timing requirements in case of data centralization. Machine learning algorithms are thus to be adapted to that setup. Some recent works consider multiple generators and discriminators with the goal to improve GAN convergence [10] , [11] ; yet they do not aim at operating over spread datasets. The Parameter Server paradigm [12] is the prominent way of distributing the computation of classic (i.e., non-GAN) neural networks: workers compute the neural network operations on their data share, and communicate the updates (gradients) to a central server named the parameter server. This framework is also the one leveraged for geodistributed machine learning [8] .
In this paper we propose MD-GAN, a novel method to train a GAN in a distributed fashion, that is to say over the data of a set of participating workers (e.g., datacenters connected through WAN [8] , or devices at the edge of the Internet [13] ). GANs are specific in the sense that they are constituted of two different components: a generator and a discriminator. Both are tightly coupled, as they compete to reach the learning target. The challenges for an efficient distribution are numerous; first, that coupling requires fine grained distribution strategies between workers, so that the bandwidth implied by the learning process remains acceptable. Second, the computational load on the workers has to be reasonable, as the purpose of distribution is also to gain efficiency regarding the training on a single GPU setup for instance. Lastly, as deep learning computation has shown not to be a deterministic process when considering the accuracy of the learned models facing various distribution scales [14] , the accuracy of the model computed in parallel has to remain competitive. a) Contributions: The contributions of this paper are: (i) to propose the first approach (MD-GAN) to distribute GANs over a set of worker machines. In order to provide an answer to the computational load challenge on workers, we remove half of their burden by having a single generator in the system, hosted by the parameter server. This is made possible by a peer-to-peer like communication pattern between the discriminators spread on the workers. (ii) to compare the learning performance of MD-GAN with regards to both the baseline learning method (i.e., on a standalone server) and an adaption of federated learning to GANs [15] . This permits head to head comparisons regarding the accuracy challenge.
(iii) to experiment MD-GAN and the two other competitors on the MNIST, CIFAR10 and CelebA datasets, using GPUs. In addition to analytic expectations of communication and computing complexities, this sheds light on the advantages of MD-GAN, but also on the salient properties of the MD-GAN and federated learning approaches for the distribution of GANs. b) Paper organization: In Section II, we give general background on GANs. Section III presents the computation setup we consider, and presents an adaptation of federated learning to GANs. Section IV details the MD-GAN algorithm. We experiment MD-GAN and its competitors in Section V. In Section VI, we review the related work. We finally discuss future works and conclude in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND ON GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
The particularity of GANs as initially presented in [1] is that their training phase is unsupervised, i.e., no description labels are required to learn from the data. A classic GAN is composed of two elements: a generator G and a discriminator D. Both are deep neural networks (DNN). The generator takes as input a noise signal (e.g., random vectors of size k where each entry follows a normal distribution N (0, 1)) and generates data with the same format as training dataset data (e.g., a picture of 128x128 pixels and 3 color channels). The discriminator receives as input either some data from two sources: from the generator or from the training dataset. The goal of the discriminator is to guess from which source the data is coming from. At the beginning of the learning phase, the generator generates data from a probability distribution and the discriminator quickly learns how to differentiate that generated data from the training data. After some iterations, the generator learns to generate data which are closer to the dataset distribution. If it eventually turns out that the discriminator is not able to differentiate both, this means that the generator has learned the distribution of the data in the training dataset (and thus has learned an unlabeled dataset in an unsupervised way).
Formally, let a given training dataset be included in the data space X, where x in that dataset follows a distribution probability P data . A GAN, composed of generator G and discriminator D, tries to learn this distribution. As proposed in the original GAN paper [1] , we model the generator by the function G w : R −→ X, where w contains the parameters of its DNN G w and is fixed. Similarly, we model the discriminator by the function D θ :
is the probability that x is a data from the training dataset, and θ contains the parameters of the discriminator D θ . Writing log for the logarithm to the base 2, the learning consists in finding the parameters w * for the generator:
where z ∼ N means that each entry of the -dimensional random vector z follows a normal distribution with fixed parameters. In this equation, D adjusts its parameters θ to maximize A θ , i.e., the expected good classification on real data and B θ,w , the expected good classification on generated data. G adjusts its parameters w to minimize B θ,w (w does not have impact on A), which means that it tries to minimize the expected good classification of D on generated data. The learning is performed by iterating two steps, named the discriminator learning step and the generator learning step, as described in the following.
1) Discriminator learning: The first step consists in learning θ given a fixed G w . The goal is to approximate the parameters θ which maximize A θ + B θ,w with the actual w. This step is performed by a gradient descent (generally using the Adam optimizer [16] ) of the following discriminator error function J disc on parameters θ:
where X r is a batch of b real data drawn randomly from the training dataset and X g a batch of b generated data from G. In the original paper [1] , the authors propose to perform few gradient descent iterations to find a good θ against the fixed G w .
2) Generator learning: The second step consists in adapting w to the new parameters θ. As done for step 1), it is performed by a gradient descent of the following error function J gen on generator parameters w:
where Z g is a sample of b −dimensional random vectors generated from N . Contrary to discriminator learning step, this step is performed only once per iteration. By iterating those two steps a significant amount of times with different batches (see e.g., [1] for convergence relaessentiallyted questions), the GAN ends up with a w which approximates w * well. Such as for standard deep learning, guarantees of convergence are weak [17] . Despite this very recent breakthrough, there are lots of alternative proposals to learn a GAN (e.g., more details can be found in [18] , [19] , and [20] ).
III. DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION SETUP FOR GANS
Before we present MD-GAN in the next Section, we introduce the distributed computation setup considered in this paper, and an adaptation of federated learning to GANs. a) Learning over a spread dataset: We consider the following setup. N workers (possibly from several datacenters [8] ) are each equipped with a local dataset composed of m samples (each of size d) from the same probability distribution P data (e.g., requests to a voice assistant, holiday pictures). Those local datasets will remain in place (i.e., will not be sent over the network). We denote by B = N n=1 B n the entire dataset, with B n the dataset local to worker n. We assume in the remaining of the paper that the local datasets are i.i.d. on workers, that is to say that there are no bias in the distribution of the data on one particular worker node.
The assumption on the fix location of data shares is complemented by the use of the parameter server framework we are now presenting.
b) The parameter server framework: Despite the general progress of distributed computing towards serverless operation even in datacenters (e.g., use of the gossip paradigm as in Dynamo [21] back in 2007), the case of deep learning systems is specific. Indeed, the amounts of data required to train a deep learning model, and the very iterative nature of the learning tasks (learning on batches of data, followed by operations of back-propagations) makes it necessary to operate in a parallel setup, with the use of a central server. Introduced by Google in 2012 [22] , the parameter server framework uses workers for parallel processing, while one or a few central servers are managing shared states modified by those workers (for simplicity, in the remaining of the paper, we will assume the presence of a single central server). The method aims at training the same model on all workers using their given data share, and to synchronize their learning results with the server at each iteration, so that this server can update the model parameters.
Note that more distributed approaches for deep learning, such as gossip-based computation [23] , [24] , have not yet proven to work efficiently on the data scale required for modern applications; we thus leverage a variant of parameter server framework as our computation setup. c) FL-GAN: adaptation of federated learning to GANs: By the design of GANs, a generator and a discriminator are two separate elements that are yet tightly coupled; this fact makes it nevertheless possible to consider adapting a known computation method, that is generally used for training a single deep neural network. 1 Federated learning [27] proposes to train a machine learning model, and in particular a deep neural network, on a set of workers. It follows the parameter server framework, with the particularity that workers perform numerous local iterations between each communication to the server (i.e., a round), instead of sending small updates. All workers are not necessarily active at each round; to reduce conflicting updates, all active workers synchronize their model with the server at the beginning of each round.
In order to compare MD-GAN to a federated learning type of setup, we propose an adapted version of federated learning to GANs. This adaptation considers the discriminator D and generator G on each worker as one computational object to be treated atomically. Workers perform iterations locally on their data and every E epochs (i.e., each worker passes E times the data in their GAN) they send the resulting parameters to the server. The server in turn averages the G and D parameters of all workers, in order to send updates to those workers at the next iteration. We name this adapted version FL-GAN; it is depicted by Figure 1 b) .
We now detail MD-GAN, our proposal for the learning of GANs over workers and their local datasets.
IV. THE MD-GAN ALGORITHM

A. Design rationale
To diminish computation on the workers, we propose to operate with a single G, hosted on the server 2 . That server holds parameters w for G; data shares are split over workers. To remove part of the burden from the server, discriminators are solely hosted by workers, and move in a peer-to-peer fashion between them. Each worker n starts with its own discriminator D n with parameters θ n . Note that the architecture and initial parameters of D n could be different on every worker n; for simplicity, we assume that they are the same. This architecture is presented on Figure 1 a) .
The goal for GANs is to train generator G using B. In MD-GAN, the G on the server is trained using the workers and their local shares. It is a 1-versus-N game where G faces all D n , i.e., G tries to generate data considered as real by all workers. Workers use their local datasets B n to differentiate generated data from real data. Training a generator is an iterative process; in MD-GAN, a global learning iteration is composed of four steps:
The server then selects, for each worker n, two distinct batches, say X (i) and X (j) , which are sent to worker n and locally renamed as X (g) n and X (d) n . The way in which the two distinct batches are selected is discussed in Section IV-B1. • Each worker n performs L learning iterations on its discriminator D n (see Section II-1) using X
is a batch of real data extracted locally from B n . • Each worker n computes an error feedback F n on X (g) n by using D n and sends this error to the server. We detail in Section IV-B2 the computation of F n . • The server computes the gradient of J gen for its parameters w using all the F n feedbacks. It then updates . MD-GAN leverages a single generator, placed on the server; FL-GAN uses generators on the server and on each worker. MD-GAN swaps discriminators between workers in a peer-to-peer fashion, while in FL-GAN they remain fix and are averaged by the server upon reception from the workers.
Distributed training dataset Bn
Local training dataset on worker n m Number of objects in a local dataset Bn d
Object size (e.g., image in Mb) b
Batch size I
Number of training iterations K
The set of all batches X (1) , . . . , X (κ) generated by G during one iteration Fn
The error feedback computed by worker n E Number of local epochs before swapping discriminators Table I: Table of notations its parameters with the chosen optimizer algorithm (e.g., Adam [16] ). Moreover, every E epochs, workers start a peer-to-peer swapping process for their discriminators, using function SWAP(). The pseudo-code of MD-GAN, including those steps, is presented in Algorithm 1.
Note that extra workers can enter the learning task if they enter with a pre-trained discriminator (e.g., a copy of another worker discriminator); we discuss worker failures in Section V.
B. The generator learning procedure (server-side)
The server hosts generator G with its associated parameters w. Without loss of generality, this paper exposes the training of GANs for image generation; the server generates new images to train all discriminators and updates w using error feedbacks.
1) Distribution of generated batches:
n . This two-batch generation design is required, for the computation of the gradients for both D and G on separate data (such as for the original GAN design [1] ). A possible way to distribute the X (i) among the N workers could be to set X
2) Update of generator parameters: Every global iteration, the server receives the error feedback F n from every worker n, corresponding to the error made by G on X (g) n . More formally, F n is composed of b vectors {e n1 , . . . , e n b }, where e ni is given by
is thus equivalent to minimize J gen (Z g ). Once the gradients are computed, the server is able to update its parameters w. We thus choose to merge the feedback updates through an averaging operation, as it is the most common way to aggregate updates processed in parallel [28] , [22] , [29] , [30] . Using the Adam optimizer [16] , parameter w k ∈ w at iteration t, denoted by w k (t) here, is computed as follows: Initialize θ n for D n 3:
Send F n to server 11: if i mod ( mE b ) = 0 then 12:
end for 15: end procedure 16:
Send D n to worker W l .
20:
D n ← RECEIVED() Receive a new discriminator from another worker. 21: Return D n 22: end procedure 23:
24: procedure SERVER(κ,I) Server C 25: Initialize w for G 26: for i ← 1 to I do 27: for j ← 0 to κ do 28: 29 :
end for 31:
n ← SPLIT(X (1) , . . . , X (κ) ) 33: for n ← 1 to N do 34:
end for 36 :
Compute Δw according to F 1 , . . . , F N 38:
for w k ∈ w do 39:
end for 41: end for 42: end procedure where the Adam optimizer is the function which computes the update given the gradient Δw k .
3) Workload at the server: Placing the generator on the server increases its workload. It generates κ batches of b data using G during the first step of a global iteration, and then receives N error feedbacks of size bd in the third step. The batch generation requires κbG op floating point operations (where G op is the number of floating operations to generate one data object with G) and a memory of κbG a (with G a the number of neurons in G). For simplicity, we assume that G op = O(|w|) and that G a = O(|w|). Consequently the batch generation complexity is O(κb|w|). The merge operation of all feedbacks F n and the gradient computations imply a memory and computational complexity of O(b(dN + κ|w|)).
4) The complexity vs. data diversity trade-off: At each global iteration, the server generates κ batches, with κ < N. If κ = 1, all workers receive and compute their feedback on the same training batch. This reduces the diversity of feedbacks received by the generator but also reduces the server workload. If κ = N , each worker receives a different batch, thus no feedback has conflict on some concurrently processsed data. In consequence, there is a trade-off regarding the generator workload: because κ = N seems cumbersome, we choose κ = 1 or κ = log(N ) for the experiments, and assess the impact of those values on final model performances.
C. The learning procedure of discriminators (worker-side)
Each worker n hosts a discriminator D n and a training dataset B n . It receives batches of generated images split in two parts: X (d) n and X (g) n . The generated images X (d) n are used for training D n to discriminate those generated images from real images. The learning is performed as a classical deep learning operation on a standlone server [1] . A worker n computes the gradient Δθ n of the error function J disc applied to the batch of generated images X (d) n , and a batch or real image X (r) n taken from B n . As indicated in Section II-1, this operation is iterated L times. The second batch X (g) n of generated images is used to compute the error term F n of generator G. Once computed, F n is sent to the server for the computation of gradients Δw.
1) The swapping of discriminators: Each discriminator n solely uses B n to train its parameters θ n . If too many iterations are performed on the same local dataset, the discriminator tends to over specialize (which decreases its capacity of generalization). This effect, called overfitting, is avoided in MD-GAN by swapping the parameters of discriminators θ n between workers after E epochs. The swap is implemented in a gossip fashion, by choosing randomly for every worker another worker to send its parameters to.
2) Workload at workers: The goal of MD-GAN is to reduce the workload of workers without moving data shares out of their initial location. Compared to our proposed adapted federated learning method FL-GAN, the generator task is deported on the server. Workers only have to handle their discriminator parameters θ n and to compute error feedbacks after L local iterations. Every global iteration, a worker performs 2bD op floating point operations (where D op is the number of floating point operations for a feed-forward step of D for one data object). The memory used at a worker is O(|θ|).
D. The characteristic complexities of MD-GAN 1) Communication complexity:
In the MD-GAN algorithm there are three types of communications:
• Server to worker communication: the server sends its κ batches of generated images to workers at the beginning of global iterations. The number of generated images is
Table II: Computation and memory complexities for MD-GAN and FL-GAN. The rows in grey highlight the reduction by a factor of two for MD-GAN on workers. n , all workers send their error term F n to the server. The size of error term is bd per worker, because solely one float is required for each feature of the data. • Worker to worker communications: after E local epochs, each discriminator parameters are swapped. Each worker sends a message of size |θ n |, and receive a message of the same size (as we assume for simplicity that discriminator models on workers have the same architecture). Communication complexities are summarized in Table III , for both MD-GAN and FL-GAN. Table IV instantiates those complexities with the actual quantities of data measured for the experiment on the CIFAR10 dataset. The first observation is that MD-GAN requires server to workers communication at every iteration, while FL-GAN performs mE/b iterations in between two communications. Note that the size of workersserver communications depends on the GAN parameters (θ and w) for FL-GAN, whereas it depends on the size of data objects and on the batch size in MD-GAN. It is particularly interesting to choose a small batch sizes, especially since it is shown by Gupta et al. [31] that in order to hope for good performances in the parallel learning of a model (as discriminators in MD-GAN), the batch size should be inversely proportional to the number of workers N . When the size of data is around the number of parameters of the GAN (such as in image applications), the MD-GAN communications may be expensive. For example, GoogLeNet [32] analyzes images of 224 × 224 pixels in RGB (150, 528 values per data) with less than 6.8 millions of parameters.
We plotted on Figure 2 an analysis of the maximum ingress traffic (x-axis) of the FL-GAN and MD-GAN schemes, for a single iteration, and depending on chosen batch size (y-axis). This corresponds for FL-GAN to a worker-server communication, and for MD-GAN for both worker-server and workerworker communications during an iteration. Plain lines depict the ingress traffic at workers, while dotted lines the traffic at the server; these quantities can help to dimension the network capabilities required for the learning process to take place. Note the log-scale on both axis. As expected the FL-GAN traffic is constant, because the communications depends only on the model sizes that constitute the GAN; it indicates a target upper bound for the efficiency of MD-GAN. MD-GAN lines crossing FL-GAN is indicating more incurring traffic with increasing batch sizes. A global observation is that MD-GAN is competitive for smaller batch sizes, yet in the order of hundreds of images (here of less than around b = 550 for MNIST and b = 400 for CIFAR10).
2) Computation complexity: The goal of MD-GAN is to remove the generator tasks from workers by having a single one at the server. During the traning of MD-GAN, the traffic between workers and the server is reasonable (Table III) . The complexity gain on workers in term of memory and computation depends on the architecture of D; it is generally half of the total complexity because G and D are often similar. The consequence of this single generator-based algorithm is more frequent interactions between workers and the server, and the creation of a worker-to-worker traffic. The overall operation complexities are summarized and compared in Table  II, for both MD-GAN and FL-GAN; the Table indicates a workload of half the one of FL-GAN on workers.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We now analyze empirically the convergence of MD-GAN and of competing approaches.
A. Experimental setup
Our experiments are using the Keras framework with the Tensorflow backend. We emulated workers and the server on GPU-based servers equipped of two Intel Xeon Gold 6132 processor, 260 GB of RAM and four NVIDIA Tesla M60 GPUs or four NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs. This setup allows for a training of GANs that is identical to a real distributed deployement, as computation order of interactions for Algorithm IV are preserved. This choice for emulation is thus oriented towards a tighter control for the environment of competing approaches, to report more precise head to head result comparisons; raw timing performances of learning tasks are in this context inaccessible and are left to future work. a) Datasets: We experiment competing approaches on two classic datasets for deep learning: MNIST [33] and CIFAR10 [34] . MNIST is composed of a training dataset of 60, 000 grayscale images of 28 × 28 pixels representing handwritten digits and another test dataset of 10, 000 images. Theses two datasets are composed respectively of 6, 000 and 1, 000 images for each digits. CIFAR10 is composed of a training set 50, 000 RGB images of 32×32 pixels representing the followings 10 classes: airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, truck. CIFAR10 has a test dataset of 10, 000 images. We later validate our conclusions on the CelebA dataset [35] , which is composed by 200K images of celebrities (128 × 128 pixels). b) GAN architectures: In the experiments, we train a classical type of GAN named ACGAN [19] . We experiment with three different architectures for G and D: a multi-layer based architecture (MLP), a convolutional neural network based architecture (CNN) for MNIST and a CNN-based architecture for CIFAR10. Their characteristics are:
• In the MLP-based architecture for MNIST, G and D are composed of three fully-connected layers each. G layers contain respectively 512, 512 and 784 neurons, and D layers contain 512, 512 and 11 neurons. The total number of parameters is 716, 560 for G and 670, 219 for D. • In the CNN-based architecture for MNIST, G is composed of one full-connected layer of 6, 272 neurons and two transposed convolutional layers of respectively 32 and 1 kernels of size 5 × 5. D is composed of six convolutional layers of respectively 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 kernels of size 3 × 3, a mini-batch discriminator layer [20] and one full-connected layer of 11 neurons. The total number of parameters is 628, 058 for G and 286, 048 for D. • In the CNN-based architecture for CIFAR10, G is composed of one full-connected layer of 6, 144 neurons and three transposed convolutional layers of respectively 192, 96, and 3 kernels of size 5 × 5. D is composed of six convolutional layers of respectively 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 kernels of size 3 × 3, a mini-batch discriminator layer and one full-connected layer of 11 neurons. The total number of parameters is 628, 110 for G and 100, 203 for D. c) Metrics: Evaluating generative models such as GANs is a difficult task. Ideally, it requires human judgment to assess the quality of the generated data. Fortunately, in the domain of GANs, interesting methods are proposed to simulate this human judgment. The main one is named the Inception Score (we denote it by IS), and has been proposed by Salimans et al. [20] , and shown to be correlated to human judgment. The IS consists to apply a pre-trained Inception classifier over the generated data. The Inception Score evaluates the confidence on the generated data classification (i.e., generated data are well recognized by the Inception network), and on the diversity of the output (i.e., generated data are not all the same). To evaluate the competitors on MNIST, we use the MNIST score (we name it MS), similar to the Inception score, but using a classifier adapted to the MNIST data instead of the Inception network. Heusel et al. propose a second metric named the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) in [36] . The FID measures a distance between the distribution of generated data P G and real data P data . It applies the Inception network on a sample of generated data and another sample of real data and supposes that their outputs are Gaussian distributions. The FID computes the Fréchet Distance between the Gaussian distribution obtained using generated data and the Gaussian distribution obtained using real data. As for the Inception distance, we use a classifier more adapted to compute the FID on the MNIST dataset. We use the implementation of the MS and FID available in Tensorflow 3 .
d) Configurations of MD-GAN and competing approaches:
To compare MD-GAN to classical GANs, we train the same GAN architecture on a standalone server (it thus has access to the whole dataset B). We name this baseline standalone-GAN and parametrize it with two batch sizes b = 10 and b = 100.
We run FL-GAN with parameters E = 1 and b = 10 or b = 100; this parameter setting comes from the fact that E = 1 and b = 10 is one of the best configuration regarding computation complexity on MNIST, and because b = 50 is the best one for performance per iteration [15] (having b = 100 thus allows for a fair comparison for both FL-GAN and MD-GAN). MD-GAN is run with also E = 1; i.e., for FL-GAN and MD-GAN, respective actions are taken after the whole dataset has been processed once. Figure 3 : MNIST score / Inception score (higher is better) and Fréchet Inception Distance (lower is better) for the three competing approaches, with regards to the number of iterations (x-axis).
For MD-GAN and FL-GAN, the training dataset is split equally over workers (images are sampled i.i.d). We run two configurations of MD-GAN, one with κ = 1 and another with κ = log(N ) , in order to evaluate the impact of the data diversify sent to workers. Finally, in FL-GAN, GANs over workers perform learning iterations (such as in the standalone case) during 1 epoch, i.e., until D n processes all local data B n .
We experimented with a number of workers N ∈ [1, 10, 25, 50]; geo-distributed approaches such as Gaia [8] or [9] also operate at this scale (where 8 nodes [9] and 22 nodes [8] at maximum are leveraged). All experiments are performed with I = 50, 000, i.e., the generator (or the N generators in FL-GAN) are updated 50, 000 times during a generator learning step. We compute the FID, MS and IS scores every 1, 000 iterations using a sample of 500 generated data. The FID is computed using a batch of the same size from the test dataset. In FL-GAN, the scores are computed using the generator on the central server.
B. Experiment results
We report the scores of all competitors, with regards to the iterations, on the Figure 3 . The resulting curves are smoothed for readability. 
1) Competitor scores:
The standalone GAN obtains better results with b = 100, rather than with b = 10. It is because the GAN sees more samples (real and generated data) per iteration when b increases. When b = 10 for MD-GAN, the total number of real data seen in all B n is 100 with N = 10. This explains why MD-GAN obtains very similar scores than standalone GAN with b = 100 (except with the CNN on MNIST). We note that, as highlighted in discussion in Section IV-B4, the hyper-parameter κ has a significant impact on the learning process. The more the data diversity sent by the server to workers, the higher the generator scores.
For the experiments on MLP, FL-GAN does not converge, whereas MD-GAN has better scores (FID and MS) than the standalone competitor. We propose a multi-discriminator vs one generator game; some recent works [10] have shown that some central strategies based on one generator and multiple discriminators, or a mixture of generators and one discriminator [11] , can as well exceed the performances of a standalone GAN. In the CNN experiments on MNIST, the FID and MS scores obtained by MD-GAN and FL-GAN are close to equivalent. In the CNN experiments on CIFAR10, MD-GAN obtains better IS and MS than FL-GAN over this more complex learning task.
These three experiments show that MD-GAN exploits the advantage of having a single generator to train, that faces multiple discriminators.
2) Scalability and the impact of worker to worker communications:
We present on Figure 4 the evolution of the final accuracy score for MD-GAN (after 20, 000 iterations), as a function of the number of workers using the MLP model. Because the dataset is split over workers, increasing the number of participants reduces the size of local datasets (|B n | = |B|/N ).
Two variants of MD-GAN are executed. The first one is the discussed MD-GAN algorithm, and the second one depicts on the dotted curves MD-GAN where no swapping between workers occurs (i.e., with respectively E = 1, and E = ∞). The blue curves present the MD-GAN scores when the workload on workers (i.e., the number of images to process) remains constant, while the orange curves present a constant workload of the central node. We note that Figure 4 also illustrates a varying size of mini-batches b used by workers on the curve with a constant workload on server: the larger N is, the lower b is in consequence, to maintain the same workload on the server.
We note that interesting phenomenons appear at scale after N = 10; for lower values of N the workers appear to have enough data locally to reach satisfying scores.
The first observation is that considering a constant workload on workers leads to better results. This yet comes at the price of a higher cost on the server (cf Table II and III) .
The swapping process between workers leads to better results. We yet observe that, despite the better result in MS, the FID score improvement using swapping is marginal in the case of the constant workload on server setting. This indicates that data available locally to workers is enough, and that their is a marginal gain to await from the diversity brought by swapping discriminators.
3) Fault tolerance of MD-GAN facing worker crashes: In order to assess the tolerance of a MD-GAN learning task facing worker fail-stop crashes (workers' data also disappear from the system when the crash occurs), we conduct the following experiment, presented in Figure 5 . We operate in the same scenario than for experiments in Figure 3 , and for the best performing MD-GAN setup (with κ = log(N ) ), but this time we trigger a worker to crash every I/N iterations (appearing as the curve in green). Consequence is that at I = 50, 000, all workers have crashed. For comparison with a baseline, standalone GAN (i.e., single server GAN learning) are reploted for two batch sizes (b ∈ [10, 100]), and so is the non crashing run on the blue curve with same parametrization.
First observation is that this crash pattern has a no significant impact on the result performance for the MNIST dataset, for both MS and FD metrics. The MLP architecture even exhibits the smallest FD at the end of the experiment. This highlights that for this dataset, the MD-GAN architecture manages to learn fast enough so that crashes, and then the removal of dataset shares, are not a problem performancewise.
Both metrics are affected in the case of the CIFAR10 dataset: we observe a divergence due to crashes, and it happens early in the learning phase (around I = 5, 000, corresponding to the first crashed worker). This experiment shows the sensitivity of the learning to early failures, because GANs did not have enough time to accurately approximate the distribution of the data, and then misses the lost data shares for reaching a competitive score. Scores are yet comparable to the standalone baseline up to 8 crashed workers.
We nevertheless note that in the geo-distributed learning frameworks [8] , [9] that our work is aiming to support, the crashes of several workers will undoubtedly trigger repair mechanisms, in order to cope with diverging learning tendencies.
4) Validation on a larger dataset:
In this experiment, we validate the convergence of MD-GAN, and its interest with regards to the standalone and FL-GAN approaches. The goal is to train a GAN over the CelebA dataset [35] . We use cessed to compute one generator update). In this experiment, we use two different settings for the Adam optimizer, leading to better results for each competitor. The standalone GAN and FL-GAN use a learning rate of α = 0.003 for G (resp. α = 0.002 for D), and hyperparameters β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999 for both, whereas MD-GAN uses a learning rate of α = 0.001 for G (resp. α = 0.004 for D), and hyperparameters β 1 = 0.0, β 2 = 0.9 for both. The resulting FID and Inception scores during the 30, 000 iterations we considered are reported in Figure 6 . We observe that all IS scores are comparable (MD-GAN is slightly above); yet regarding the FID, MD-GAN (as well as FL-GAN) is distanced by the standalone approach (as this is the case for the CNN experiment on MNIST).
VI. RELATED WORK: DISTRIBUTING DEEP LEARNING
Distributing the learning of deep neural networks over multiple machines is generally performed with the Parameter Server model proposed by J. Dean et al in [22] . This model was adapted in different works [31] , [14] , [37] . The first interest is to speed up the learning in large data-centers [12] , [38] , [39] . This parameter server model was used for privacy reasons in [40] . The federated learning is a most accomplished method using the parameter server model with auxiliary workers to reduce communications [27] or increase the privacy [41] .
We experimented in a position paper [24] the distribution of the generator function. In this fully decentralized setup where compute nodes exchange their generators and discriminators in a gossip fashion (there are n couples of generator and discriminators, one per worker), the experiment results are favorable to federated learning. We then propose MD-GAN as a solution for a performance gain over federated learning.
Finally, a recent work [42] proposes to multiply the number of discriminators and generators in a datacenter location: the authors propose to train several couples of GAN in parallel and to swap generators and discriminators every fix amount of iterations. Durugkar et al. [10] propose a centralized multidiscriminators architecture to improve the discriminator judgment on generated data. In the same way, Hoang et al. [11] study a centralized multi-generator architecture is proposed to improve the generator capacities and to reduce the so called mode collapse problem [17] . The works [43] and [44] improve the mixture of generative adversarial models. Wang et al. [43] use ensemble of GANs trained separately organized as a cascade to build an aggregated model. In the work of Tolstikhin et al. [44] , GANs are trained sequentially using boosting strategies to incrementally improve the performance of the final model. Note that all these works are proposed to improve GAN convergence, but not to distribute the learning (discriminators have access to the whole dataset). Our contribution is a method leveraving multiple adversaries in a distributed setup, and taking the network constraints into account.
VII. PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSION
Before we conclude, we highlight the salient questions on the way to a widespread distribution of GANs.
1) Asynchronous setting: Instead waiting all F every global iteration, the server may compute a gradient Δw and apply it each time it receives a single F n . Fresh batches of data can be generated frequently, so that they can be sent to idle workers. All workers can operate without global synchronization, contrarily to federated learning methods as FL-GAN. In this setting, the waiting times of both workers and the server are reduced drastically. However, because of asynchronous updates, there is no guarantee that the parameters w of a worker n at time t (used to generate X (g) n ) are the same at time t + Δt when it sends its F n to the server.
In the parameter server model, asynchrony implies inconsistent updates by workers. In practice, the training task nevertheless works well if the learning rate is adapted in consequence [14] , [31] , [13] .
2) The central server communication bottleneck: The parameter server framework, despite its simplicity, has the obvious drawback of creating a communication bottleneck towards the central server. This has been quantified by several works [12] , [13] , and solutions for traffic reduction between workers and the server have been proposed. Methods such as Adacomp [13] propose to communicate updates based on gradient staleness, which constitutes a form of data compression.
In the context of GANs, those methods may be applied on generated data before they are sent to workers, and to the error feedback messages sent by workers to the server. In particular, concerning images, there are many techniques from their compression (with or without loss of information, see e.g., [45] ).
A fine grained combination of techniques for gradient and data object compression would make the parameter server framework more sustainable for GANs and increasingly larger datasets to learn on. A second direction might be to mix the federated learning approach with ensemble of GANs training independently in cascades (as presented by Wang et al. [43] ).
Federated learning would act as the scheduling mechanism for the parallel ensembles; this would restrict the burden on the server to critical only communications (up-to-date model hosting and dispatching), while most of the training occurs on edge workers, hierarchically.
3) Adversaries in generative adversarial networks: The current deployment setup of GANs in the literature is assuming an adversary-free environment. In fact, the question of the capacity of basic deep learning mechanisms to embed byzantine fault tolerance has just been recently proposed for distributed gradient descent [46] . In addition to the gradient updates in GANs, and more specifically, the learning process is most likely prone to workers having their discriminator lie to the server's generator (by sending erroneous or manipulated feedback). The global convergence, and then the final performance of the learning task will be affected in an unknown proportion. This adversarial setup, and more generally better fault tolerance, are a crucial aspect for future applications in the domain.
4) Scaling the number of workers:
We experimented MD-GAN over up to 50 parallel workers. The current scale at which parallel deep learning is operating is in the order to tens (e.g., in Gaia [8] or in [9] ) to few hundreds of workers (experiments in TensorFlow [47] for instance reach 256 workers maximum). It is still not well understood what is the bottleneck for reaching larger scales: is the dataset size imposing the scale? Or is this the conflicting asynchronous updates [14] from workers to the server limiting the benefit of scale after a certain threshold? We note that federated learning can be used on a large number of workers (e.g., 2, 000 in some works [27] ) by using only a random subset of the available devices at every round. MD-GAN can be adapted in a similar way, with fewer discriminators than workers: because discriminator models are swapped during the learning process, the whole distributed dataset could be leveraged.
Those general questions for deep learning are also applying to the learning of GANs, as they are themselves constituted by couples of deep neural networks. The unknown spot comes from the specificity of GANs, because of the coupling of generators and discriminators; that coupling will most likely play an additional major role in the future algorithms that will be dedicated to push the scalability of GANs to a new standard. This paper has presented generative adversarial networks in the novel context of parallel computation and of learning over distributed datasets; MD-GAN aims at being leveraged by geo-distributed or edge-device deep learning setups. We have presented an adaptation of federated learning to the problem of distributing GANs, and shown that it is possible to propose an algorithm (MD-GAN) that removes half the computation complexity from workers by using a discriminator swapping technique, while still achieving better results on the two reviewed datasets. GANs are computationaly and communication intensive, specially in the considered datadistributed setup; we believe this work brought a first viable solution to that domain. We hope that raised perspectives will trigger interesting future works for the system and algorithmic support of the nascent field of generative adversarial networks.
